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Info
Course webpage: https://wikimpri.dptinfo.ens-cachan.fr/doku.php?id=cours:c-1-32

Lectures on Tuesday 8:30 – 12:45

https://wikimpri.dptinfo.ens-cachan.fr/doku.php?id=cours:c-1-32


Mode of grading
from https://wikimpri.dptinfo.ens-cachan.fr/doku.php?id=cours:c-1-

32&evaluation_exams

} The evaluation of the students will consist in a written exam (coefficient 1), as well
as a coding project (optional, coefficient 1).

} The exercises will be given in English, and you can write your answers in English or 
in French. You'll be authorized to have your lecture notes with you (but no computer, 
cellphone, etc.)

} Students will also be in charge of coding one algorithms solving an algorithmic
problem in phylogenetics, in Python. Further indications will be given here on how to 
send the source code.

} Questions on the coding task can be sent to philippe.gambette@univ-eiffel.fr

https://wikimpri.dptinfo.ens-cachan.fr/doku.php?id=cours:c-1-32&evaluation_exams


Plan for today

} Part 1: Introduction to bioinformatics for computer 

scientists

} Part 2: Basics of sequence algorithmics

} Dynamic programming and sequence comparison



What is bioinformatics



Bionformatics: different viewpoints
} Bioinformatics is …

} [for practicians] software tools and associated analysis methods (often 
statistical)

} [for theoretical biologists] a way of thinking of biology (evolution) in 
terms of information processes
“Nothing in biology makes sense except in the light of evolution”, Theodosius 
Dobzhansky
E.Koonin, The logic of chance, FT Press, 2011
E.Koonin, M.Galperin, Sequence-Evolution-Function. Computational Approaches in 
Comparative Genomics, Springer 2003 
J.Pevsner, Bioinformatics and Functional Genomics, Wiley, 2015 (3rd edition)

} [for computer scientists] an exciting application area
} [for some theoreticians] source of new problems 

“Ask not what mathematics can do for biology; ask rather what biology can do 
for mathematics!”, Stanislaw Ulam

} Bioinformatics is not the same as DNA computing
} cf e.g. L.Adleman’s experiment of 1994



What bionformatics is not

} Bioinformatics is not the same as DNA computing
} cf e.g. L.Adleman’s experiment of 1994

} DNA memory is usually not considered as part of 
bioinformatics
} MIST (Molecular Information STorage) project in USA
} EU project OligoArchive
} CNRS project MoleculArXiv (started in 2022)



Part 1: Molecular biology primer



Cells

} living organisms consist of cells
} cells are complex molecular systems hosting 

cascades of chemical reactions (metabolic 

pathways)

} prokaryotic and eukaryotic are distinguished; 

eukaryotic cells have nucleus



Kingdoms of life
prokaryotes eukaryotes

tree of life



Three main types of molecules in living cell

} main biological molecules are polymers

} DNA (Deoxyribonucleic acid) consists of nucleotides: A 
(adenine), C (cytosine), G (guanine), T (thymine)

} RNA (Ribonucleic acid): A,C,G,U (uracil)
} proteins consist of amino acids: 20 types (A,C,D,E, 

F,G,H,I,K,L,M,N,P,Q,R,S,T,V,W,Y)



Three main types of molecules in living cell

} DNA

} holds genetic information
} has double helix structure
} contained in chromosomes (linear in 

eukaryotes, often circular in prokaryotes)
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Three main types of molecules in living cell

} DNA

} holds genetic information
} has double helix structure
} contained in chromosomes (linear in 

eukaryotes, often circular in prokaryotes)
} RNA

} participates in protein synthesis (mRNA, 
tRNA, rRNA)

} has different regulatory functions
} proteins

} do all essential work in the cell



Human chromosomes

} Somatic cells in humans have 
2 pairs of 22 chromosomes + 
XX (female) or XY (male) = 
total of 46 chromosomes

} Germline cells have 22 
chromosomes + either X or Y 
= total of 23 chromosomes

} Human body has 1013-1014

cells, all have the same 
genome (set of DNA)  



Central dogma of molecular biology



Genes

} Gene = fragment of DNA that encodes a functional 

RNA or protein product

} molecular units of heredity defining phenotypic 
traits (e.g. eye colour)

} human genome contains ~20,000  protein-coding 

genes taking ~2% of the genome

} a gene can have different variants (alleles)

} two human individuals differ in ~0.1% of DNA  



A few alleles of my chromosome 6



Gene expression: promoters



Splicing (eukaryotes)



Alternative splicing



Genetic code (translation)



Codon structure of a gene

Nucleotide sequence of the gfp10 cDNA from Aequorea victoria and the 
deduced aa sequence (Prashera et al, Gene 92). Green arrows: intron 
positions (spliced out)



RNA

} folds to form a 

secondary 
structure that is 

functionally 

important

hydrogen bonds:
Watson-Crick: A-U, C-G
weak:G-U, U-C, G-A 



Protein structure



Some numbers

} bacterial genomes are typically 106-107bp, human 

genome is ~3・10
9
bp

} gene sizes are very variable (due to splicing), up to 

a few Mbp (106) in human genome

} transcript (RNA) sizes for human genome are in 

range 1 to 20 Kbp (103)   

} proteins are typically a few hundreds of amino 

acids (100-800aa) 



Genome sizes

human: 3G
maize (corn): 5G
salamander: 50G
trumpet lily: 90G
toad: 6.9G
polychaos dubium
(amoeba): 670G



Sequencing
} first DNA were sequenced in the 70s (1972-76)

} first proteins were sequenced much earlier (1949)

} How DNA is sequenced?



Genome sequencing



Recovery of shredded newspaper



Sanger sequencing

} Sanger method (1977-2000s): sequencing fragments 
of ~800bp

} whole-genome shotgun sequencing:
} from multiple copies of genomic DNA obtain inserts of certain 

length (a few Kbp)
} clone inserts into a vector used to infect bacteria
} sequence DNA collected from bacteria using shotgun approach 
⇒ reads

} assemble reads
} 1977, first genome sequenced: bacteriophage phi X 

174 (5,386bp)



Milestones: full genome sequencing
} 1995: H.influenzae (~1.8・106bp, ~1700 genes): first full 

sequenced genome of a free-living organism
} 1998: C.elegans (~100・106bp,  ~20,000 genes)
} 2000: D.melanogaster (~140・106bp, ~15,000 genes)
} 2000: Arabidopsis thaliana (~135・106bp, ~27,000 genes)

} February 2001: H.sapiens (~3,000・106bp, ~21,000 genes)
} published in Nature (public consortium) and Science (Celera

company)
} $2.7 billion (public project), several years
} 30M reads of length <800bp, total 24Gbp or ~8-fold coverage of 

3Gbp human genome



Next-generation sequencing
} ~2005-…: Next-Generation Sequencing (NGS) 

produces millions (1M-1G) of short reads (35-400bp) 

of DNA in hours

} Example: Octopus genome (Nature, August 13,

2015), size ~2.7Gbp sequenced with 60x coverage 

⇒ total 162 Gbp



Main NGS technologies

Oxford NanoporeIllumina HiSeq



Data deluge in genomics

} Data flow in DNA sequencing surpassed the flow of 
advances in hardware and storage

} Moore law (chip performance doubling every two
years) vs volume of sequencing data (x1.8 every year)

} Next-generation sequencing technologies generate of 
order 1010 B (=10GB) per run

} Recall that the sequencing of human genome (2001) 
used ~24GB which took several years

} Nowadays, a typical sequencing project may use 150-
200 GB of sequence data



Statistics (NCBI)



Cost of sequencing

Cost of sequencing of human-size genome. 
from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Personal_genomics



Nucleotide databases
} International Nucleotide Sequence Database

Collaboration (insdc.org)
} GenBank: NCBI, USA
} ENA: EMBL, Europe
} DDBJ: Japan

} Contributors: research labs, sequencing programs, …
} All types of nucleotide sequences - chromosomes, 

contigs, RNAs, EST, … - but also (huge) NGS read
collections



ENA: Sequence Read Archive growth



Today’s datasets reach teras

106

megas

109

1012

1015

1018

gigas

petas

teras

bacterial genome

human genome

typical eukaryotic genome 
sequencing project in ~2010

Sequence Read Archive (e.g. 
TCGA project is ~2.3Pb)

today’s projects

human genome sequencing project 2001

Current worldwide annual 
sequencing capacity

(from June 2016)



Clouds are used



Impact of NGS

} NGS made genomic studies cheaper, high-throughput
and (importantly) genome-wide

} NGS revolutionized genomic research and made 
(already) possible a number of unprecedented
discoveries:
} metagenomics
} ncRNA
} reconstructing ancient genomes (Neanderthal, mammoth, …)
} 1000 genomes project
} low-cost sequencing and personalized medicine (23andme, …)



Protein databases
} UniProt (universal protein resourse)

} Swiss-Prot
} TrEMBL
} PIR-PSD

} PDB: Protein Data Bank

} database of protein structures (as well as structures of 
other macromolecules)



Co-evolution of technologies/algorithms

Genetics

DP-based 
alignment

Blast-like 
alignment

Genomics
(Sanger)

Specialized
alignment

Genomics
(NGS)

Alignment-
free

Pan-
genomics

2007-200990s these days

from [G.Kucherov, Evolution of biosequence search algorithms: a brief survey, Bioinformatics, 2019]


